Introduction
============

The oral route is still considered the most convenient and safest route of drug administration with higher patient compliance, lesser complications, and lower cost, in comparison with parenteral drug delivery.[@b1-ijn-11-2601]--[@b5-ijn-11-2601] Besides all the advantages of the oral route, factors like low aqueous solubility of drugs, limited gastrointestinal (GI) absorption, rapid metabolism of drug, and low mucosal permeability play a major role in the disappointing in vivo results.[@b5-ijn-11-2601]--[@b8-ijn-11-2601] The intestinal mucosa plays an effective role as a physical barrier that covers the surfaces of the GI tract, allowing selective absorption of nutrients, electrolytes, and fluids, at the same time protecting the host from environmental pathogens.[@b1-ijn-11-2601],[@b4-ijn-11-2601],[@b7-ijn-11-2601],[@b9-ijn-11-2601] The first barrier encountered by such drugs is the mucus layer, which functions as a diffusional and enzymatic barrier.[@b10-ijn-11-2601] After oral administration, a drug must infiltrate through the unstirred layer of mucus before reaching the surface of the intestinal epithelium, the second barrier.[@b9-ijn-11-2601] The protective role of the intestinal epithelium is mainly due to the presence of organized immune-inductive tissues, namely, the Peyer's patches (PP), which can trigger immune responses after antigenic stimulation.[@b11-ijn-11-2601] This epithelium is characterized by the presence of microfold cells (M-cells), which take up the antigens and microorganisms derived from the intestinal lumen and then deliver them to the underlying immune system of mucosa.[@b9-ijn-11-2601],[@b10-ijn-11-2601] Following their transcytosis across the follicle-associated epithelia of PP, the antigens move to the intraepithelial pocket beneath the M-cell basolateral membrane, which contains several populations of lymphocytes and mononuclear phagocytes, a heterogeneous population of macrophages, and classical dendritic cells.[@b12-ijn-11-2601] These unique features make M-cells attractive targets for oral drug and vaccine delivery studies.[@b11-ijn-11-2601]

Many attempts have been made to deliver nonspecific and specific drugs targeting specialized M-cells.[@b13-ijn-11-2601] A specific targeting effect can be achieved by attaching specific ligands on the surface of drug delivery systems, in order to target the receptors that are expressed at the apical region of M-cells.[@b10-ijn-11-2601] Significant advances have been made in identifying "M-cell--specific surface marker" receptors,[@b12-ijn-11-2601] although the most investigated family of M-cell targeting molecules is the C-type lectins. Among the C-type lectin receptors, there are some prototypes that recognize specific carbohydrates and certain endogenous glycoproteins, including mannose.[@b10-ijn-11-2601],[@b14-ijn-11-2601]--[@b16-ijn-11-2601] Once recognized by mannose receptors, the M-cells increase the uptake process.[@b15-ijn-11-2601],[@b17-ijn-11-2601] Besides its specific conjugation with the C-type lectin receptors, mannose has the additional advantage to act as a mucoadhesive, as it may enhance the residence time of drug substances in the gut.[@b18-ijn-11-2601],[@b19-ijn-11-2601] In this context, mannosylated nanocarriers obtained by the decoration of particulates with mannose or its derivatives have been considered promising non-live vectors.[@b4-ijn-11-2601],[@b10-ijn-11-2601],[@b13-ijn-11-2601],[@b20-ijn-11-2601] Moreover, M-cells may be exploited by some pathogenic microorganisms, such as *Salmonella*, *Yersinia*, *Typhimurium* (*Salmonella typhimurium*), *Mycobacterium* sp., and retrovirus, as a portal for the host organism.[@b11-ijn-11-2601],[@b12-ijn-11-2601],[@b21-ijn-11-2601] *M. leprae* is an intracellular pathogen and the endocytic/phagocytic pathway may represent an interesting approach to allow targeted drug delivery intracellularly. In this context, *M. leprae* is the causative agent of leprosy, a chronic infectious disease.[@b8-ijn-11-2601],[@b22-ijn-11-2601] *M. leprae* is phagocytized by numerous cell types; monocyte-derived macrophages are one of the most abundant host cells to come in contact with the mycobacteria.[@b23-ijn-11-2601] The backbone of current treatment of leprosy is a multidrug therapy consisting of dapsone (DAP), clofazimine, and rifampicin as first-line drugs.[@b24-ijn-11-2601],[@b25-ijn-11-2601] Although multidrug therapy shows good effectiveness, many patients experience reactive episodes, potentially serious events that may occur during or after treatment;[@b26-ijn-11-2601] for example, hemolytic anemia, hepatitis, and agranulocytosis are more frequently reported during DAP treatment.[@b27-ijn-11-2601] Despite its therapeutic potential, DAP's low solubility was found to result in a low therapeutic index and high microbial resistance.[@b8-ijn-11-2601] Hence, some efforts have been made to improve the treatment efficacy and reduce the duration of treatment.[@b27-ijn-11-2601]

Several studies have reported on the use of mannose coating of different nanocarriers such as liposomes,[@b28-ijn-11-2601],[@b29-ijn-11-2601] dendrimers,[@b30-ijn-11-2601]--[@b32-ijn-11-2601] nanoemulsions,[@b33-ijn-11-2601] nanogels,[@b34-ijn-11-2601] solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs),[@b35-ijn-11-2601] and nanostructured lipid carriers[@b36-ijn-11-2601] to target specific cells containing mannose receptors, although some studies have reported on the use of this sugar to target the mannose receptors present on M-cell surface to enhance cellular uptake.[@b13-ijn-11-2601],[@b18-ijn-11-2601] This transport is performed by fluid-phase or receptor-mediated endocytosis, wherein the content is transported in vesicles across the cytoplasm and suffers exocytosis in the basolateral membrane.[@b11-ijn-11-2601] On the other hand, it reaches the underlying lymphoid tissues and the content may be transported to the mesenteric lymph nodes and may reach the systemic circulation through lymphatic vessels.[@b11-ijn-11-2601] In addition, glycoconjugates similar to the mannose residues present have been found to promote a high interaction with mucosa tissue of the GI tract.[@b17-ijn-11-2601],[@b37-ijn-11-2601] It has previously been described that nanoparticles decorated with D-mannosamine may enhance the absorption of the particles within PP, in particular, on the M-cells by specific interaction with mannose receptors by receptor-mediated endocytosis on the M-cells' apical membranes.[@b13-ijn-11-2601],[@b18-ijn-11-2601]

SLNs are one of the most promising particulate delivery systems to improve the oral bioavailability of hydrophobic drugs.[@b3-ijn-11-2601],[@b38-ijn-11-2601] After oral administration, these nanosystems may interact with the gut surface. The lipid core of SLNs has been reported to stimulate chylomicron formation and facilitate lymphatic uptake by the M-cells.[@b3-ijn-11-2601],[@b13-ijn-11-2601],[@b37-ijn-11-2601],[@b39-ijn-11-2601],[@b40-ijn-11-2601]

The purpose of this investigation was to develop mannosylated SLNs (M-SLNs) loaded with DAP, a first-line drug used in the treatment of leprosy, to form M-SLN-DAP, in order to promote bioadhesion of the systems, increasing the residence time in the gut mucosa, combined with specific binding to mannose receptors expressed on M-cells. The SLNs were developed and optimized through an experimental design and statistical modeling, and the mannosylation was carried out from the optimized SLNs. All the obtained formulations were further characterized.

Materials and methods
=====================

Materials
---------

DAP was purchased from CHEMOS GmbH (Regenstauf, Germany). The solid lipids, cetyl palmitate, Compritol^®^ 888 ATO, Precirol^®^ ATO 5, and Gelucire^®^ 43/01, were kindly provided by Gattefossé (Saint-Priest, France). Softisan^®^ 142 was purchased from Cremer Care (Hamburg, Germany), Glycerol Tripalmitate^®^ from Alfa Aesar (Haverhill, MA, USA), Witepsol^®^ E85 from Sasol (Johannesburg, South Africa), and stearic acid was from Merck & Co., Inc. (Whitehouse Station, NJ, USA). Tween^®^ 80, D-(+)-mannose, and stearylamine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA). All other chemicals used in the study were of analytical grade.

Methods
-------

### Preformulation studies

The interaction of DAP was evaluated in four different lipids commonly used to formulate SLNs. Known amounts of physical mixtures of lipid and DAP (1:1 w/w) were heated at 100°C and then left at room temperature (25°C) until solidification. The obtained melted mixtures were further analyzed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (DSC 200 F3 Maia^®^; Netzsch-Gerätebau GmbH, Selb-Germany), in order to investigate the lipid--drug interaction phenomena.

Subsequently, four lipids were chosen to produce pilot nanoparticles, as given in the "Production of SLNs" section, at fixed amounts of lipid (200 mg) and surfactant (60 mg), and process parameters (70% of sonicator amplitude during 5 minutes) (VibraCell VCX 130 equipped with a VC 18 probe, Sonics & Materials Inc., Newtown, CT, USA), in order to evaluate the influence of the type of lipid on entrapment efficiency (EE) and loading capacity (LC).

### Production of SLNs

DAP-loaded SLNs and placebo SLNs were prepared by hot ultrasonication method. Briefly, the lipid phase containing the lipid and DAP was heated to 75°C until complete drug solubilization in the lipid matrix. The aqueous phase containing the surfactant (Tween 80) in double-deionized water was previously heated in a water bath at the same temperature. The aqueous phase (6 mL) was poured into the lipid phase and homogenized using a probe sonicator (VCX130; Sonics & Materials, Inc., Newtown, CT, USA), varying the amplitude frequency according to the experimental design, for 5 minutes. The nanosuspension obtained was rapidly cooled in an ice bath. Placebo SLNs were prepared in a similar way without the drug.

### Experimental design

A three-level, three-factor Box--Behnken design was applied to maximize the experimental efficiency, requiring a minimum number of experiments, in order to optimize SLNs and study the effects of independent variables on dependent variables ([Table 1](#t1-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}). Independent variables were the amount of drug (*X*~1~), the sonicator amplitude (*X*~2~), and the amount of surfactant (*X*~3~). Other parameters, that is, the amount of solid lipid, the sonication time, and the volume of aqueous phase, were set at fixed levels. The established dependent variables were: *Y*~1~ = mean particle diameter, *Y*~2~ = polydispersity index (PDI), *Y*~3~ = zeta potential (ZP), *Y*~4~ = EE, and *Y*~5~ = LC. For each factor, the lower (−1), medium (0), and higher values (+1) were chosen on the basis of tested lower and upper values for each variable, according to preformulation studies and literature research. The data were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA).

The polynomial equation generated from the experimental design is given below: $$\begin{array}{l}
{Y_{n} = b_{0} + b_{1}X_{1} + b_{2}X_{2} + b_{3}X_{3} + b_{12}X_{1}X_{2} + b_{13}X_{1}X_{3}} \\
{+ b_{23}X_{2}X_{3} + b_{11}X_{1}^{2} + b_{22}X_{2}^{2} + b_{33}X_{3}^{2}} \\
\end{array}$$where *Y~n~* is the dependent variable, *b*~0~ is the intercept, *X*~1~, *X*~2~, and *X*~3~ are the coded levels of independent variables, and *b*~1~--*b*~33~ are the regression coefficients computed from the observed experimental values of the respective response (*Y~n~*); the terms *X*~1~*X*~2~ and $X_{i}^{2}\left( {i = 1,2\ \text{or}\ 3} \right)$ represent the interaction and quadratic terms, respectively. The polynomial equation was statistically evaluated by finding the statistical significance of coefficients using ANOVA (*P*-values ≤0.05). Best-fitting experimental model (linear, two-factor interaction, quadratic, and cubic models) was statistically evaluated according multiple correlation coefficient (*R*^2^) provided by STATISTICA 10 software.

### Optimization and validation of SLNs

In order to establish the reliability of the developed model, optimum variables were used to prepare a checkpoint SLN formulation. The observed results were compared with the predicted values to calculate the predicted error. The graphical and numerical analyses were performed by STATISTICA 10 to obtain the optimum values of the variables based on the criteria of desirability ([Table 1](#t1-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}).

### Synthesis of M-SLNs

M-SLNs were obtained as given in the "production of SLNs" section, with some modifications. Stearylamine (SA) was added in lipid phase at a concentration of 2% w/w of the lipid, and all the subsequent steps were exactly carried out as described earlier for obtaining a modified SLN (M-SLN). The mannose coating was carried out according to the method of Jain et al.[@b41-ijn-11-2601] Briefly, a known volume of a solution of D-mannose (50 mM) in acetate buffer (pH 4) was added to the SLN, and the mixture was maintained in agitation with magnetic stirring at room temperature for 48 hours to achieve maximum conjugation.[@b41-ijn-11-2601] Mannosylated nanoparticles (M-SLN) were subjected to dialysis (Cellu. Sep^®^Cellu.Sep^®^ T3 with a nominal molecular weight cut off of 12,000--14,000. Seguin, TX -- USA). in high volume of double-distilled water for 30 minutes, in order to remove unreacted mannose or other impurities.

### Particle diameter, polydispersity (PDI), and zeta potential (ZP) analysis

The particle diameter, PDI, and ZP of all SLN nanosuspensions were analyzed using a ZetaPALS zeta potential analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments, Holtsville, NY, USA). All samples were diluted with double-distilled water to reach a suitable concentration before measurement. All analyses were carried out with an angle of 90° at room temperature.

### Entrapment efficiency (EE) and loading capacity (LC)

The EE (%) of DAP within SLNs was determined by the indirectly method, as previously described.[@b42-ijn-11-2601] Briefly, a known aliquot of nanoparticles was properly diluted and subjected to centrifugation with Amicon^®^ Ultra-4 Centrifugal Filter Devices (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) The nonentrapped drug was quantified by ultraviolet spectroscopy at 291 nm.[@b40-ijn-11-2601],[@b42-ijn-11-2601] A standard curve was used to determine the concentration of DAP and the results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (n=3).

### Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis

The morphology of the optimized SLNs and M-SLN was observed by TEM (TEM Jeol JEM-1400; JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Images were obtained after one drop of nanoparticle suspension was placed over a grid followed by negative staining with uranyl acetate and subjecting it to an accelerating voltage of 60 kV.

### Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

The freeze-dried optimized SLNs and M-SLNs with and without DAP and pure DAP were evaluated using an FTIR spectrophotometer (Frontier™; PerkinElmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with a horizontal attenuated total reflectance sampling accessory with a diamond crystal. The samples were transferred directly to the attenuated total reflectance compartment, and the result was obtained by combining the 16 scans. The spectra were recorded between 4,000 and 600 cm^−1^ with a resolution of 4 cm^−1^.

### Differential scanning calorimetry

DSC measurements were performed using DSC 200 F3 Maia (Netzsch). Approximately 10 mg of binary mixtures or an equivalent amount of DAP was weighted in an aluminum pan and sealed. For the nanoparticles, known amounts of the selected formulations were weighed and sealed in aluminum pans similarly. The reference pan was left empty. Heating curves for the drug and the mixtures of drug and lipid were recorded with a heating rate of 10°C/min from 25°C to 200°C. Then they were cooled to 25°C under liquid nitrogen, with a cooling rate of 40°C/min. The onset, melting point (peak maximum), and melting enthalpy (ΔH) were calculated using the (NETZSCH Proteus^®^ Software -- Thermal Analysis -- Version 6.1) software provided for the DSC equipment.

### In vitro release study

The release profiles of DAP from SLN- and M-SLN-loaded nanoparticles were investigated by simulating the release of drug through the GI tract and its movement from the stomach to the small intestine, changing the buffer solution from pH 1.2 (firsts 2 hours) to 6.8 (during 3 hours) and 7.4 (until 10 hours), respectively. The influence of the acidic environment of the stomach on the nanoparticles was also investigated by evaluating only the passage of nanoparticles in physiological conditions of the small intestine, that is, subjecting the nanoparticles only to pH 6.8 and 7.4.

In vitro release studies were performed using the dialysis bag method in sink conditions.[@b8-ijn-11-2601] The formulations were first poured into the dialysis bag (Cellu. Sep^®^Cellu.Sep^®^ T2 with a nominal molecular weight cut off of 6,000--8,000) with the two ends fixed by thread and were placed in preheated dissolution media. The suspension was stirred at 37°C using a heating and magnetic stirring plate (RT 15 Power IKAMAG Multiposition Magnetic Stirrer, Staufen, Germany) at 350 rpm. At fixed time intervals, 200 μL of sample was withdrawn and the same volume of fresh buffer was added according to the conditions. At specified time periods, the dialysis bags were withdrawn from one medium and poured into the subsequent buffer solution. The samples were read in an ultraviolet 96-well plate reader at 291 nm. All the analytical conditions were previously optimized, and standard curves were obtained in triplicate.

### Stability studies

In order to evaluate the stability of optimized DAP-loaded SLN and M-SLN nanoparticles, a brief study was carried out by evaluating the particle diameter, PDI, and ZP for a period of 60 days while they were stored at room temperature, in comparison to the first day of production, as described earlier.

### Statistical analysis

All experiments/determinations were performed in triplicate. Comparison of diameter, PDI, ZP, and EE was performed using two-tailed, Student's *t*-test and assuming equal variance of both groups (95% confidence interval). Suitability analysis of the equation regressions from the results of Box--Behnken design was performed by a one-way ANOVA using STATISTICA 10 software.

Results and discussion
======================

Preformulation studies
----------------------

Assessment of the interactions of the drug in the lipid matrix was the first step to formulate suitable nano-lipid carriers, since it is one of the most important factors for determining drug EE of the SLNs.[@b43-ijn-11-2601]--[@b45-ijn-11-2601]

Different methods are reported in the studies of drug excipient compatibility and stability. However, DSC has proven to be an important tool during preformulation of pharmaceuticals, since it permits evaluation of the interactions among the formulation components according to shift, appearance, or disappearance of the peaks (exothermic or endothermic), and/or variations in enthalpy values in the thermal curves of drug--excipient mixture.[@b46-ijn-11-2601] More specifically, DSC analysis may provide information about the value of the enthalpy of mixing between the drug and lipid candidates during SLN design, indicating the amount of energy required to achieve mutual solubility, taking into account the differences in polarity of different components, and allowing selection of the most promising lipid candidates for loading drugs.[@b47-ijn-11-2601] When the enthalpy involved in the melting peak of the drug decreases, it means that the presence of the lipid causes a decrease in crystallinity of the drug and, consequently, leads to a higher interaction at the molecular level. The smaller the energy involved, the greater is the interaction.[@b46-ijn-11-2601] Several interactions occur between the drug and the lipid, including hydrogen bonding, electrostatic, and hydrophobic.[@b47-ijn-11-2601] Eight lipids with different physicochemical characteristics were evaluated as shown in [Table 1](#t1-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}.

The thermograms of pure DAP and the physical mixtures are shown in [Figure 1](#f1-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"}, and the DSC parameters are depicted in [Table 2](#t2-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}. DAP shows an endothermic event at 179°C and 75 J/g of enthalpy involved (ΔH). Based on the results obtained from the DSC analysis of the binary mixtures, it was possible to infer that all the lipids caused a decrease of approximately 50% of the ΔH of DAP melting point. The values ranged from 34.08 (Glycerol Tripalmitate) to 41.32 J/g (cetyl palmitate). In addition, all the lipids did not alter the temperature of DAP melting point. Therefore, all the studied lipids were found to be suitable in terms of stability to produce SLNs and presented great potential to load DAP. In this way, it was decided to select four lipids based on phase transition temperature to produce pilot batches in order to evaluate mainly the EE, besides the diameter, PDI, and ZP values.

A prerequisite for the SLNs to be successfully used as drug carriers is to remain solid at normal human body and room temperatures. For this purpose, it is recommended that the lipids have phase transition above 40°C.[@b48-ijn-11-2601] In addition, for production purposes, it is ideal that lipids resist physical stress after the freeze-drying process.

Thus, the lipids with higher phase transition temperature were selected to develop pilot batches, that is, cetyl palmitate, Compritol 888 ATO, Precirol ATO 5, and stearic acid. The pilot SLNs were obtained as given in the "Preformulation studies" section, and all the variables were maintained constant.

The obtained data are shown in [Table 3](#t3-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}. As could be seen, the secondary parameters studied (diameter, PDI, and ZP) were in good agreement with the desired profile, although cetyl palmitate showed a higher value of EE and seemed to be the best choice for the subsequent design.

Experimental design
-------------------

The preliminary study is also important to identify the critical factors that directly affect the main parameters of evaluation, that is, diameter, PDI, and EE, during development of SLNs.[@b45-ijn-11-2601] Some of the variables studied were amount of lipid, amount and type of surfactant, time and amplitude of the sonication probe, amount of drug, and volume of the aqueous phase. Based on the data obtained, three critical factors were considered to affect the responses: amount of drug, amount of surfactant, and amplitude of the sonication probe. All other parameters were maintained constant, as described in the "Preformulation studies" section. These three variables were thoroughly studied.

The use of experimental design allows reducing the number of experiments, the amount of material, and the time consumed.[@b49-ijn-11-2601],[@b50-ijn-11-2601] Optimization and characterization of the preparation procedure of nanoparticles was performed using a Box--Behnken experimental design. This response surface methodology was selected because, among other advantages, it allows avoiding extreme combinations of the studied factors. In this last case, the formation of nanoparticles could have been compromised. Also, the Box--Behnken design requires the performance of a minimum number of experiments when three factors are considered, as compared to others, namely, the central composite design.[@b51-ijn-11-2601]

The Box--Behnken experimental design allowed us to obtain 13 different formulations, with a triplication of the central point, resulting in a total of 15 formulations. The replication of the central point enables to estimate the experimental error.[@b8-ijn-11-2601],[@b52-ijn-11-2601] The results of the five selected responses (*Y*~1~--*Y*~5~) are shown in [Table 4](#t4-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}.

Based on the data obtained, the fitting models of polynomial equations involving the main effects and interaction factors for diameter, PDI, ZP, EE, and LC were statistically analyzed by calculating the *P*-values with a 95% confident level. ([Table 3](#t3-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}).

The intercept corresponds to the mean of the responses. The magnitude of coefficients in polynomial equation has either a positive sign, indicating synergistic effect, or a negative sign, indicating antagonistic effect.[@b43-ijn-11-2601],[@b45-ijn-11-2601] Interaction terms or quadratic relationships are represented by more than one factor or higher order terms in regression equations, respectively. Nonlinearity between factors and responses is also suggested, that is, the variance of one factor can produce a different degree of response at different levels or more than one factor is varied.[@b8-ijn-11-2601],[@b51-ijn-11-2601],[@b52-ijn-11-2601] The polynomial equations were statistically validated using ANOVA and were considered statistically significant when *F* was higher than *F*~critic~ for all responses. Results of the statistical analysis are summarized in [Table 4](#t4-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}.

The values of the obtained responses varied from 200.7 to 346.2 nm for the diameter, from 0.098 to 0.223 for PDI, from −35.15 to −25.05 mV for ZP, from 24.44% to 78.57% for EE, and from 1.22% to 17.96% for LC.

### Effect of the amount of drug

The effect of the amount of drug (*X*~1~) in the dependent parameters may be inferred from the coefficients shown in [Tables 5](#t5-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"} and [6](#t6-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}. For the diameter, EE, and LC, the effects were statistically significant, when as the *P*-values were ≤0.05, with a 95% confidence interval.

As mentioned earlier, a positive sign means a synergic effect, that is, the value of the responses increases with an increase in the level of the independent variable; the opposite is true with a negative sign. For the three responses influenced by the amount of drug, in all cases, the increasing amount of drug led to an enhancement in the responses.

The increase in particle diameter accompanying an increase in EE and LC may be correlated with the saturation of the external media with the drug, due to its low solubility in aqueous phase. Thus, the lipid matrix seems to be enriched with the drug in a linear way, as can be observed from the linear coefficient of the LC (*X*~1~), leading to an increase in particle diameter. On the other hand, the lipid:drug ratio seems to present a nonlinear relationship, as the quadratic coefficient of EE is also significant.

### Effect of the sonicator probe amplitude

The effect of the sonicator probe amplitude (*X*~2~) in the dependent variables is shown in [Tables 5](#t5-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"} and [6](#t6-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}. This factor only positively influenced the diameter of the nanoparticles (*Y*~1~), since the *P*-values were ≤0.05, with a 95% confidence interval. It means that this response increases with an increase in amplitude of the sonicator probe.

The possible explanation for this phenomenon may be due to the increase in the energy on the surface of the nanoparticles, which may disrupt the outer core of lipid, causes the drug molecule to reach the external phase and form aggregates, resulting in a higher diameter and PDI. In addition, these results are supported by other researchers who found that this enhancement in particle diameter happens when the amplitude goes beyond a given sonication energy threshold, leading to formation of aggregates, which is generally known as "sonication-induced aggregate formation".[@b45-ijn-11-2601],[@b53-ijn-11-2601]

### Effect of the amount of surfactant

The effect of the amount of surfactant (*X*~3~) was only statistically significant (*P*-value ≤0.05, with a 95% confidence interval) for the particle diameter (*Y*~1~), as expressed in [Tables 5](#t5-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"} and [6](#t6-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}. The coefficient of the regression analysis presented a negative sign, which means that the response decreases with an increase in the level of the variable *X*~3~, that is, higher amounts of surfactant generate smaller particles.

It is already known that higher amounts of surfactant may promote formation and stabilization of smaller particles due to the decrease in interfacial tension between the lipid and the aqueous phase[@b51-ijn-11-2601] and, consequently, controls the aggregation of lipid particle.[@b45-ijn-11-2601]

Optimization and validation of production of SLNs
-------------------------------------------------

Based on the polynomial models, the results of three- dimensional response surface analysis were plotted ([Figure 2](#f2-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"}), representing the effect of significant independent factors on each observed response.[@b8-ijn-11-2601] The correlation coefficients of the obtained models are presented in [Table 7](#t7-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}.

The qualities of the models were evaluated by plotting correlation plots (predicted vs experimental data) and residual plots (residual vs experimental data) ([Figure 3](#f3-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"}). The obtained models for the dependent variables showed high predictability coefficients with few outliers.[@b8-ijn-11-2601] Desirability function is a way of overcoming the difficulty of multiple, or sometimes opposing, responses in which each response is associated with its own partial desirability function. The point possessing the highest value for desirability is termed as optimum.[@b54-ijn-11-2601]

In order to validate the models, the formulation given as the best was selected as the checkpoint. The values obtained for the amount of lipid, surfactant, and drug were 200, 70, and 50 mg, respectively. The predicted values for the three models were reasonably similar to experimental data ([Table 7](#t7-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}). In addition, the residual plots provided a better visual comprehension of the capability of the models, since all the data were widely scattered in predicting the responses, as all the points were tightly distributed along the horizontal axis ([Figure 3](#f3-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, they can be judged as suitable models, with no trend in the data. These data reflect greater robustness.

Synthesis and characterization of M-SLNs
----------------------------------------

M-SLNs were produced adopting the method to obtain nonfunctionalized nanoparticles. The intermediate step in the production of M-SLNs was based on the addition of SA, which is a lipophilic cationic molecule with a primary amine group, into the lipid matrix,[@b6-ijn-11-2601] which generates positively charged nanoparticles due to the presence of amino groups on the surface of SLNs.[@b38-ijn-11-2601]

The reaction of unprotected sugars with long-chain fatty amine has been described.[@b41-ijn-11-2601] In this procedure, the reaction was achieved by ring opening of the unprotected anomeric hydroxyl group of mannose with the amino groups present on the surface of the nanoparticles in acetate buffer (pH 4.0), resulting in the formation of Schiff's base (--N=CH--).[@b13-ijn-11-2601],[@b41-ijn-11-2601] A deeper discussion regarding this linkage and the equilibrium is given in the FTIR spetroscopy detction, wherein FTIR analysis is discussed.

The values of particle diameter, PDI, and ZP of the M-SLN-DAP obtained and those of respective unloaded nanoparticles, together with the optimized SLNs are given in [Table 8](#t8-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}. It was observed that both unloaded SLNs and M-SLNs presented inferior values of particle diameter (283.5 and 228.6 nm, respectively), while the loaded nanoparticles showed slightly higher diameter (308.6 and 333.2 nm, respectively). This is expected and points to a rearrangement of the lipid matrix caused by the entrapment of the drug. All the PDI values were approximately 0.2, which is considered a good value for SLN, as it proves the homogeneous distribution of the particles.[@b55-ijn-11-2601] The ZP values of SLNs and SLN-DAP were −28.11 and −28.45, respectively. When mannose was added, the ZP changed to positive, being the obtained values for M-SLN and M-SLN-DAP +61.83 and +65.66 respectively, providing evidence of mannose coating. However, a higher ZP is considered to provide stronger electrostatic repulsion and, thus, better stability of nanoparticles.[@b19-ijn-11-2601]

The EE and LC of M-SLN-DAP were lower, compared to those of SLN-DAP. This may be explained by a small drug release during the functionalization process. Although the mannosylation process decreased the EE and LC, the drug loading was still high, being the nanoparticles able to charge high amounts of drug.

The positive charge of ZP observed for M-SLNs compared to SLNs suggests the successful mannose coating on the surface of the nanoparticles. This phenomenon has already been described earlier.[@b18-ijn-11-2601] Surface charge of the nanoparticles plays an important role in the nonspecific interactions with the surrounding media. Positively charged surfaces enhance interactions with the mucus, and the ammonium groups may strengthen adhesiveness and, thus, increase the residency time by forming electrostatic interactions with the mucus and subsequent binding to M-cells within PP.[@b18-ijn-11-2601] Moreover, the presence of basic or acidic functional groups leads to pH-dependent behaviors that are useful for targeting different regions of the GI tract.[@b10-ijn-11-2601],[@b18-ijn-11-2601]

TEM analysis
------------

In order to evaluate the morphological characteristics of SLN and M-SLN, loaded and unloaded, TEM studies were performed ([Figure 4](#f4-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"}). The images show that the particles obtained were spherical in shape, which is typical of SLN systems.[@b56-ijn-11-2601] Moreover, the images demonstrated that the nanoparticles presented a narrow diameter distribution with particle diameter near 200 nm, which was in accordance with the DLS measurement. The presence of regular particles and the absence of particle aggregation corroborate the PDI results, showing only one population.

From the images, it may be concluded that the drug incorporation and the mannose coat did not affect the particle shape and the diameter to a large extent.

FTIR spectroscopy
-----------------

[Figure 5](#f5-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"} shows the spectra of SLN, SLN-DAP, M-SLN, and M-SLN-DAP, respectively.

Regarding mannosylation, the mannose coating was done by ring-opening reactions followed by the reaction of aldehyde groups of mannose in acidic buffer solution (pH 4.0) with the amino groups of the SA, leading to the formation of Schiff's base.[@b41-ijn-11-2601] It is already reported that Schiff's bases may remain in an equilibrium stage by reduction of the secondary amine, especially in lower pH. In the spectra of M-SLNs, the presence of N--H bending of secondary amines at 1,558.56 cm^−1^ and C=N stretch at 1,410.01 cm^−1^ are observed,[@b13-ijn-11-2601],[@b41-ijn-11-2601],[@b57-ijn-11-2601],[@b58-ijn-11-2601] confirming the formation of the Schiff's base and the linkage between mannose and amine termination present in SA in the SLNs.

### Differential scanning calorimetry

DSC thermal analysis can be utilized to study and characterize the matrix state consisting of polymorphism, drug entrapment, and component interactions.[@b18-ijn-11-2601]

In [Figure 6](#f6-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"}, the DSC thermograms of DAP, cetyl palmitate, the physical mixtures (without any process), and both SLNs (a) and M-SLNs (b) loaded and unloaded with DAP are given.

The differences between the thermograms of the nanoparticles and the bulk lipid, as well as the physical mixture, show that there was a change in the crystallinity of the lipid matrix during the process. Lipid molecules may show different polymorphic forms: α, β′, and the most stable β form.[@b59-ijn-11-2601] Depending on the chemical nature of the lipid and the parameters established for the production of lipid nanoparticles, different fractions of α and β′ modification will be obtained, as they were achieved through cooling process[@b60-ijn-11-2601],[@b61-ijn-11-2601] (see "Production of SLNs" section). In addition, none of the SLN-DAP thermograms show endothermic peak at 179.1°C relative to DAP melting point, which may be attributed to the amorphous state of the entrapped drug.

On the other hand, it is possible to observe an endothermic event in the thermograms of M-SLN-DAP (176°C). This event may be explained by the melting of the nonentrapped drug, which was higher compared to SLN-DAP ([Table 9](#t9-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="table"}).

The enthalpies of all SLN formulations are much lower than for bulk lipid, which could be related to the presence of interactions between solid lipid and surfactants, or to the increase in surface area of the nanoparticles.[@b56-ijn-11-2601] Changes in crystallinity of the lipid have been already reported.[@b62-ijn-11-2601] Changes in polymorphic state of the lipid from crystalline to amorphous may provide the drug accommodation and higher drug entrapment.[@b45-ijn-11-2601]

### In vitro release study

The in vitro release profile of DAP from SLN and M-SLN was evaluated by the diffusion of DAP through the dialysis membrane for 8 hours in different pH conditions simulating the GI tract.

[Figure 7](#f7-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"} shows the obtained profiles, in which the amounts of DAP released from the functionalized and nonfunctionalized SLNs were plotted as a function of time in two different conditions. [Figure 7A](#f7-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"} simulates the passage of the nanoparticles in the acidic environment of the stomach (pH 1.2), while [Figure 7B](#f7-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"} shows the release of DAP, assuming that the first contact of the SLNs is with the intestinal environment. In both conditions, SLN and M-SLN showed overlapping profiles, proving that the presence of mannose on the surface of the nanoparticles did not interfere with the release of the drug.[@b63-ijn-11-2601]

In [Figure 7A](#f7-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"}, the initial burst effect (almost 60% released in the first hour) may be attributed to the disintegration of the lipid matrix in acidic conditions. This issue can be surpassed using gastro-resistant capsules to incorporate the formulations, until they reach the intestine.[@b64-ijn-11-2601]

From [Figure 7B](#f7-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"}, the influence of the acidic microenvironment on the release of DAP from nanoparticles can be confirmed. During the first 30 minutes, approximately 30% of the drug was released, which may be attributed to the nonentrapped drug. This percentage was maintained for 3 hours. This period simulates the passage of nanoparticles through the small intestine, showing that the particles remain essentially unchanged and may be available to adhere to the intestinal mucosa for a drug-controlled release favorable for subsequent internalization. Furthermore, the mannose coat may improve the internalization by the M-cell, targeting the drug to the intestinal lymphatic system. When the pH of the medium was changed to pH 7.4, the drug was released faster, reaching 100% of drug release in a total of 6 hours. The sustained release phase of the drug is also not prolonged for longer hours because of the smaller diameter of the particles, which provides a larger surface area for the drug-loaded particles.[@b65-ijn-11-2601],[@b66-ijn-11-2601]

### Stability of SLN-DAP and M-SLN-DAP

Physical stability of both SLN-DAP and M-SLN-DAP was assessed by analyzing the changes in all the parameters studied before, that is, particle diameter, PDI, ZP, EE, and LC, for 60 days, storing them at room temperature ([Figure 8](#f8-ijn-11-2601){ref-type="fig"}).

Changes in diameter and PDI are usually accepted as indicators of formulation instability. In all samples, no particle aggregation was found through visual observations up to 60 days, which suggests that the nanoparticles were quite stable with no significant changes in the mean particle diameter and PDI.

Overall, all the SLN formulations presented good stability after 60 days, with only slight changes in particle diameter, PDI, and ZP. The EE and LD were also unaffected.

Conclusion
==========

DAP-loaded SLNs and M-SLNs were successfully developed by hot ultrasonication method by employing a three-level, three-factor Box--Behnken Design, after the preformulation study was conducted with different lipids. All the variables studied influenced statistically, at least, one response. Through the response surface methodology, it was possible to identify and obtain particles with optimum diameter distribution, PDI, ZP, satisfactory loading, and high EE. Linearity was found between the observed and the predicted responses, and a very low predicted error was observed in the responses of the optimized formulation, suggesting a very good predictive ability of the design. From the optimized SLNs, it was possible to obtain mannosylated nanoparticles to target the M-cells in the PP of GI tract. All the formulations were characterized. Morphological studies using TEM images showed spherical shape and nonaggregated nanoparticles. We checked if there was any difference between decorated and nondecorated nanoparticles. FTIR analysis showed the characteristic peaks of Schiff's base, confirming successful mannose coating. A decrease in the enthalpy and broadening of the lipid melting peaks of the DSC thermograms are consistent with the nanostructure of the SLNs. In vitro release profile of DAP revealed that in both pH conditions, the full amount of the drug was released within 6 hours, and the acidic conditions influenced the release rate. The stability tests conducted for 8 weeks at room temperature give a good indication that at least in solution, the formulations maintain their original properties. Our results demonstrated that M-SLN-DAP could be a promising carrier for the specific treatment of leprosy, with an innovative approach to target DAP directly to the immune system for enhanced antileprosy effect and lowered adverse side effects.
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![DSC thermograms of bulk drug (DAP), and physical mixtures of drug and eight different lipids (n=3).\
**Abbreviations:** DSC, differential scanning calorimetry; DAP, Dapsone.](ijn-11-2601Fig1){#f1-ijn-11-2601}

###### 

RSM showing the influence of the independent variables on the selected responses (particle diameter, EE, and LC).

**Abbreviations:** EE, entrapment efficiency; LC, loading capacity; RSM, response surface model.
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![Linear correlation plots (**A**, **B**, **C**) between observed and predicted values and corresponding residual plots (**D**, **E**, **F**) for the three responses: particle diameter, EE, and LC.\
**Abbreviations:** EE, entrapment efficiency; LC, loading capacity.](ijn-11-2601Fig3){#f3-ijn-11-2601}

![Transmission electron photomicrographs of (**A**) SLNs, (**B**) SLN-DAP, (**C**) M-SLNs, and (**D**) M-SLN-DAP (n=3).\
**Abbreviations:** M-SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; M-SLNs, mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles; SLNs, solid lipid nanoparticles.](ijn-11-2601Fig4){#f4-ijn-11-2601}

![Infrared spectra of DAP, SLNs, SLNs-DAP, M-SLNs and M-SLNs-DAP (n=3).\
**Abbreviations:** M-SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; M-SLNs, mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles; SLNs, solid lipid nanoparticles.](ijn-11-2601Fig5){#f5-ijn-11-2601}

![DSC thermograms of DAP (**A**, **B**), CP (**A**), PM (**A**), SLNs (**A**, **B**), SLN-DAP (**A**, **B**), M-SLNs (**B**), and M-SLN-DAP (**B**) (n=3).\
**Abbreviations:** CP, cetyl palmitate; DAP, dapsone; M-SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; M-SLNs, mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; PM, physical mixtures; SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles; SLNs, solid lipid nanoparticles; DSC, differential scanning calorimetry.](ijn-11-2601Fig6){#f6-ijn-11-2601}

![In vitro DAP release profile of SLN-DAP and M-SLN-DAP in acid and intestinal conditions (**A**) and only in intestinal conditions (**B**) (n=3).\
**Abbreviations:** DAP, dapsone; M-SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles.](ijn-11-2601Fig7){#f7-ijn-11-2601}

![Effect of storage time (at room temperature) on particle diameter, PDI, ZP, EE, and LC of SLN-DAP and M-SLN-DAP formulations (mean ± SD, n=3).\
**Abbreviations:** EE, entrapment efficiency; LC, loading capacity; M-SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; PDI, polydispersity index; SD, standard deviation; SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles; ZP, zeta potential.](ijn-11-2601Fig8){#f8-ijn-11-2601}

###### 

Variables with respective coded levels of the Box--Behnken design

  Factors                                Coded levels            
  -------------------------------------- ------------------ ---- ----
  **Independent variables**                                      
  *X*~1~ = amount of drug (mg)           10                 30   50
  *X*~2~ = sonicator probe amplitude %   50                 70   90
  *X*~3~ = amount of surfactant (mg)     40                 60   80
  **Dependent variables**                **Constraints**         
  *Y*~1~ = mean particle size            Optimum (250 nm)        
  *Y*~2~ = polydispersity index          Minimum                 
  *Y*~3~ = zeta potential                ≤−30 mV                 
  *Y*~4~ = entrapment efficiency         Maximum                 
  *Y*~5~ = loading capacity              Maximum                 

###### 

DSC parameters of the bulk drug (DAP) and the physical mixtures of drug and eight different lipids (n=3)

  Samples                      Melting point (°C)   ΔH (J/g)   ΔT~onset~ (°C)   ΔT~end~ (°C)
  ---------------------------- -------------------- ---------- ---------------- --------------
  DAP                          179.1                75.17      175.1            181.7
  DAP--cetyl palmitate         179.7                41.32      176.7            182.4
  DAP--Comprito 888 ATO        178.9                36.43      175.3            181.6
  DAP--Precirol ATO 5          178.2                37.44      174.2            181.1
  DAP--stearic acid            178.9                36.09      176.2            183.3
  DAP--Gelucire 43/01          180.1                37.50      177.2            183.2
  DAP--Softisan 142            179.8                37.79      176.3            182.4
  DAP--Glycerol Tripalmitate   180.1                34.08      177.0            182.9
  DAP--Witepsol E85            179.9                38.45      176.5            182.5

**Abbreviations:** DAP, dapsone; DSC, differential scanning calorimetry; ΔH, melting enthalpy; ΔT, temperature variation.

###### 

Characterization of obtained pilot SLNs regarding particle diameter, PDI, ZP, EE, and LC (n=3)

  Samples             Diameter (nm)   PDI            ZP (mV)        EE (%)        LC (%)
  ------------------- --------------- -------------- -------------- ------------- ------------
  Cetyl palmitate     203 (±2)        0.12 (±0.01)   −28.4 (−0.5)   53.2 (±5.0)   2.7 (±0.4)
  Compritol 888 ATO   216 (±1)        0.18 (±0.02)   −29.6 (−1.3)   34.0 (±4.3)   1.7 (±0.5)
  Precirol ATO 5      228 (±2)        0.18 (±0.01)   −26.1 (−1.1)   42.6 (±5.5)   2.1 (±0.6)
  Stearic acid        321 (±2)        0.05 (±0.01)   −30.2 (−2.0)   49.4 (±5.0)   2.5 (±0.4)

**Abbreviations:** EE, entrapment efficiency; LC, loading capacity; PDI, polydispersity index; SLNs, solid lipid nanoparticles; ZP, zeta potential.

###### 

Formulation composition and the effects of different formulation variables on particle diameter (*Y*~1~), PDI (*Y*~2~), ZP (*Y*~3~), EE (*Y*~4~), and LC (*Y*~5~)

  Sample   Factors   Responses                                         
  -------- --------- ----------- ---- ------- ------- -------- ------- -------
  1        10        50          60   200.7   0.118   −35.15   24.44   1.22
  2        50        50          60   277.5   0.147   −31.51   68.10   17.02
  3        10        90          60   273.1   0.223   −27.11   45.12   2.26
  4        50        90          60   303.7   0.18    −25.5    67.33   16.83
  5        10        70          40   322.9   0.201   −27.25   24.62   1.23
  6        50        70          40   346.2   0.183   −28.04   69.29   17.32
  7        10        70          80   236.7   0.198   −26.94   43.03   2.15
  8        50        70          80   290.9   0.139   −29.04   71.84   17.96
  9        30        50          40   266.6   0.153   −25.13   67.62   10.14
  10       30        90          40   308.3   0.198   −28.46   58.43   8.76
  11       30        50          80   257.9   0.133   −27.84   59.10   8.87
  12       30        90          80   299.7   0.098   −25.03   64.60   9.69
  13       30        70          60   291.6   0.133   −26.38   61.90   9.29
  14       30        70          60   310.8   0.15    −25.05   73.17   10.97
  15       30        70          60   312     0.158   −25.09   78.57   11.79

**Note:** *X*~1~ = amount of drug, *X*~2~ = sonicator probe amplitude, *X*~3~ = amount of surfactant.

**Abbreviations:** EE, entrapment efficiency; LC, loading capacity; PDI, polydispersity index; ZP, zeta potential.

###### 

Summary of results of regression analysis for the considered responses *Y*~1~--*Y*~5~

  Factor         Diameter (*Y*~1~)   ZP (*Y*~2~)   PDI (*Y*~3~)   EE (*Y*~4~)   LC (*Y*~5~)                                                     
  -------------- ------------------- ------------- -------------- ------------- ------------- ----------- ------------ ----------- ------------ -----------
  Intercept      **282.017**         **0.000**     −**28.083**    **0.000**     **0.164**     **0.000**   **55.291**   **0.000**   **9.455**    **0.000**
  *X*~1~         **46.225**          **0.029**     0.590          0.769         −0.023        0.280       **34.836**   **0.001**   **15.569**   0.000
  $X_{1}^{2}$    12.500              0.317         2.757          0.106         −0.027        0.105       **15.104**   **0.012**   0.524        0.324
  *X*~2~         **45.525**          **0.031**     3.383          0.136         0.037         0.106       4.057        0.485       0.072        0.916
  $X_{2}^{2}$    28.550              0.052         1.554          0.318         0.007         0.617       4.860        0.274       0.824        0.146
  *X*~3~         −**39.700**         **0.048**     0.008          0.997         −0.042        0.077       4.653        0.427       0.302        0.663
  $X_{3}^{2}$    −6.875              0.567         −0.446         0.763         −0.006        0.689       3.916        0.368       0.492        0.352
  *X*~1~*X*~2~   −23.100             0.334         −1.015         0.722         −0.036        0.234       −10.727      0.218       −0.613       0.535
  *X*~1~*X*~3~   15.450              0.506         −0.655         0.817         −0.021        0.476       −7.929       0.345       −0.141       0.884
  *X*~2~*X*~3~   0.050               0.998         3.070          0.306         −0.040        0.193       7.341        0.379       1.101        0.285
  *R*^2^         0.874                             0.663                        0.795                     0.927                    0.991        

**Note:** *X*~1~ = amount of drug, *X*~2~ = sonicator probe amplitude, *X*~3~ = amount of surfactant. The bold values refer to statistically significant, *P*-values were ≤0.05, with a 95% confidence interval. *R*^2^ is the correlation coefficient.

**Abbreviations:** EE, entrapment efficiency; LC, loading capacity; PDI, polydispersity index; ZP, zeta potential.

###### 

ANOVA results from responses *Y*~1~--*Y*~5~

  Response   Source             *df*   Sum of squares   Mean of squares   *F*      *F*~critic~
  ---------- ------------------ ------ ---------------- ----------------- -------- -------------
  *Y*~1~     Model              9      16,104.10        16,104.10         34.55    4.77
             Error              5      2,330.54         466.11                     
             Cumulative total   14     18,436.61                                   
  *Y*~2~     Model              9      72.17            62.749            8.66     4.77
             Error              5      36.21            7.242                      
             Cumulative total   14     107.54                                      
  *Y*~3~     Model              9      0.01             0.012             17.7     4.77
             Error              5      0.00             0.001                      
             Cumulative total   14     0.02                                        
  *Y*~4~     Model              9      3,721.34         3,667.442         63.36    4.77
             Error              5      289.42           57.884                     
             Cumulative total   14     3,940.87                                    
  *Y*~5~     Model              9      491.02           489.805           577.35   4.77
             Error              5      4.24             0.848                      
             Cumulative total   14     494.72                                      

**Notes:** Particle diameter (*Y*~1~), PDI (*Y*~2~), ZP (*Y*~3~), EE (*Y*~4~), and LC (*Y*~5~).

**Abbreviations:** ANOVA, analysis of variance; *df*, degrees of freedom; EE, entrapment efficiency; LC, loading capacity; PDI, polydispersity index; ZP, zeta potential.

###### 

Predicted versus observed values of optimized SLNs

  Dependent variables                 Predicted   Observed
  ----------------------------------- ----------- ----------
  *Y*~1~ = particle diameter          309.0 nm    308.6 nm
  *Y*~2~ = encapsulation efficiency   69.8%       68.1%
  *Y*~3~ = drug loading               17.7%       17.2%

**Abbreviation:** SLNs, solid lipid nanoparticles.

###### 

Data obtained from SLNs, SLN-DAP, M-SLNs, and M-SLN-DAP (n=3)

  Samples     Diameter (nm)   PDI            ZP (mV)          EE (%)        LC (%)
  ----------- --------------- -------------- ---------------- ------------- -------------
  SLNs        283.5 (±1.9)    0.21 (±0.01)   −28.11 (±0.85)   NA            NA
  SLN-DAP     308.6 (±2.5)    0.14 (±0.01)   −28.45 (±1.13)   68.1 (±0.3)   17.0 (±0.1)
  M-SLNs      228.6 (±2.2)    0.17 (±0.04)   +61.83 (±1.04)   NA            NA
  M-SLN-DAP   333.2 (±2.3)    0.10 (±0.01)   +65.66 (±0.84)   48.5 (±0.5)   12.1 (±0.1)

**Abbreviations:** DAP, dapsone; EE, entrapment efficiency; LC, loading capacity; M-SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; M-SLNs, mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; PDI, polydispersity index; SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles; SLNs, solid lipid nanoparticles; ZP, zeta potential; NA, not applicable.

###### 

DSC parameters of bulk drug (DAP), bulk lipid (cetyl palmitate), PM, and the obtained formulations (SLNs, SLN-DAP, M-SLNs, and M-SLN-DAP) (n=3)

  Samples           Melting point (°C)   ΔH (J/g)   ΔT~onset~ (°C)   ΔT~end~ (°C)
  ----------------- -------------------- ---------- ---------------- --------------
  DAP               179.1                74.78      175.1            181.7
  Cetyl palmitate   55.4                 197.0      51.2             57.3
  PM                55.7                 148.0      52.4             57.5
  SLNs              54.9                 125.4      51.0             57.1
  SLN-DAP           55.2                 117.0      51.7             58.0
  M-SLNs            55.0                 120.5      51.0             59.4
  M-SLN-DAP         56.6                 97.4       52.1             60.1

**Abbreviations:** DAP, dapsone; M-SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; M-SLNs, mannosylated solid lipid nanoparticles; PM, physical mixtures; SLN-DAP, dapsone-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles; SLNs, solid lipid nanoparticles; ΔH, melting enthalpy; ΔT, temperature variation.
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